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construction of buildings. It’s also common in factories due to
heavy machinery. We don’t actually know that much about the
physiological effects of infrasound except that they resonate
with our bodies in interesting ways. We also know that some of
us love very low sub-bass in club situations. Ultrasound-powered
devices such as directional audio systems are transforming how
we conceive of the space we hear, and they are increasingly used
in malls, museums, art galleries and advertising. Every day
sonic warfare is also being played out in terms of the battle for
sonic territory we all participate in when we wear iPods in public
space, suffer complaints about noise pollution from neighbours,
complain about how loud adverts are in between TV programmes,
or find our favourite radio station constantly disappearing from
the dial because it’s a pirate.
Dubstep producer and Hyperdub label boss Kode 9 (aka Steve
Goodman) has a dual career in academia, teaching at the
University of East London. He has recently published Sonic
Warfare, a book that presents his theoretical investigations into
the intersections of war and sonic culture. Exploring everything
from high-frequency ring-tones to the covert low frequencies
allegedly used by the police to create crowd
tension, he tunes our ears into the sounds
that form the background noise of our lives.
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Dazed & Confused: How would you
characterise the relationship between
your theoretical writing, your work as a
recording artist and the music by other
artists that you put out on your label?
Kode 9: There are clear overlaps between
the book and the label, but I wouldn’t want
to subordinate the book to what Hyperdub
the label does, or my own productions. The
book is not primarily about music for a start,
but something much broader. When it does
talk about music, it only briefly mentions
a slice of the kind of music released on Hyperdub. It might be
nice for people to think that the book, the label and my music all
form a snug, coherent whole – some kind of ‘aesthetico-political’
manifesto – but I don’t think they really cohere that neatly;
I can see lots of divergences. To be honest, that’s how I prefer it.
I’m more interested in being directed to the inconsistencies in
my work in different media, than I am in them being judged as
someone presenting a coherent argument.
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You also see cultural opportunity in the politics
of frequency. What opportunities are you personally
going to pursue?
The one area of my practice work that will hopefully cohere
with the book is what I’m doing with the collective AUDIENT in
terms of our Unsound Systems installation, which attempts to
experiment with some of the ideas of the book, especially how
low-frequency sound and ultrasound-driven directional audio
intersect which each other, and what that vibrational experience
feels like. This installation first appeared in the Embedded Art
exhibition in Berlin last year, which explored the intersection
of war, security and aesthetics. We will be tweaking it and
deploying it again in NYC in 2011.
Should everyday civilians, cast adrift in the field of
militarised urban sonics, arm themselves with such
technological devices?
Many women already carry high-frequency rape alarms. Similar
to the way in which the civilian sphere re-appropriated disruptive
pattern material such as camouflage clothing for fashion
purposes, I think there is a certain amount of redistribution
of these devices that should be encouraged. While this could
just be dangerous and stupid, I think we would be surprised by
the uses such technologies could be put to outside of a conflict
situation. For example, some teenagers re-appropriated the highfrequency pitch of the mosquito crowd repellent device and used
it as a ringtone that their teachers couldn’t hear.
Sonic Warfare is published by MIT Press.
sonicwarfare.wordpress.com
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The entire frequency range of vibrational force, including
the “unsound” of inaudible infra-sonics, is central to
your idea of Sonic Warfare. What does this mean for the
man in the street?
For the man in the street, sonic warfare is just a background
noise, which is generally shrugged off without too much
attention. Low-frequency vibration from traffic and so on is
something that architects have to take into account in the

You write about the potential of vibrational force and
particularly the doom-inducing potential of infrasound.
Have you experienced this directly?
I’ve experienced this a lot in the last 20 years of raving, going to
the cinema, listening to storms and getting caught up in street
disturbances of one kind or another. There are recorded uses of
low-frequency tones by police in riot situations to create tension
but I’m not sure I’ve ever experienced that.
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